Structural and thermodynamic properties of hydrogen molecular clusters formed around an atomic or molecular cation are examined. The shell distribution of H2 molecules and the size of the clusters are discussed. The Bloom-Margenau model for predicting the number of neutral molecules that could bind to a cation core is investigated and its limitations are illustrated using the Li + (H2)k clusters as test case. Finally, results for the entropy of the H + n clusters (n = 5 − 27, odd) and for the Gibbs free energy variations associated to the cluster formation are presented and the spontaneity of the clustering process in different conditions is examined.
I Introduction
The presence of a cation in a molecular hydrogen environment leads to the formation of molecular clusters around the ion. In the case of an H 2 homogeneous atmosphere, an H + 2 ion is quickly converted to the H + 3 molecule, which becomes the core for the clustering process
where the exceeding H 2 molecule carries away the excess of energy, stabilizing the cluster. From these multiple-steps reactions, H + n clusters (n odd) are formed, and clusters as large as H + 99 have been observed [1] . Depending on the temperature and pressure conditions, the H One of the most interesting features of these species is that in the cluster, each H 2 molecule is strongly bound by the coulombian field of the cation. This may be very useful when dealing with hydrogen storage problems.
In the last decade, ab initio calculations have been performed to clusters as large as H + 35 [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, more attention has been dedicated to the H + 5 cluster. Its potential energy surface has been studied at high levels of calculation [13, 14] and its presence in some interstellar environments in concentrations up two times higher than that of the H + 3 molecule has been investigated [15] .
Besides the H + 3 molecular ion, a large variety of atomic and molecular cations has been considered as a core for H 2 clustering: the first-column Li + , Na + and K + ions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [32] . Table I summarizes some properties of these X + (H 2 ) k hydrogen clusters.
The experimental work on the hydrogen clusters has been concentrated on enthalpy variation measurements (∆H) [16, 24, 25, 26, 31, 33] and collisional induced dissociation (CID) studies [34, 35, 36, 37] . The ∆H measurements for the H + n clusters and for the most general X + (H 2 ) k clusters have been an important source of information about the cluster energetic properties and have guided the theoretical studies. On the other hand, the CID studies have revealed patterns for the cluster dissociation and their dependence on the shell structure of H 2 distribution. Hitherto, very few theoretical and experimental attention has been payed to the vibrational properties and the infrared spectra of the hydrogen clusters, these studies being basically restricted to the H + 5 species [38, 39] . For clusters larger than the H + 5 one, only a few experimental results are available [42] and the theoretical calculations have been limited to the harmonics frequencies [14, 40, 41] .
In the next section we discuss the structure of the clusters and the question of the shell distribution of the H 2 molecules. Following that, we discuss the size of the cluster, based on a classical thermodynamical model. Finally, we discuss the relative stability of these clusters based on the results for the entropy and Gibbs free energy of the clusters.
II The structure of the hydrogen clusters
The hydrogen clusters are formed around an atomic or molecular cation X + by means of exothermic multiple-step reactions of the type
The H 2 molecules are bound to the cation mainly by monopole/induced-dipole interactions, although some charge transfer from the nearest H 2 units to the cation is also observed. [11] revealed that the H 2 molecules are distributed in shells around the core (see Fig. 1 ), and they allowed the characterization of a shell as a set of H 2 molecules sharing similar geometrical and energetic properties. The number of H 2 molecules in each shell as well as other features of the shells depend on several factors: (i) the coulombian field of the core, which defines a radial pattern of distribution; (ii) the geometrical and the orbital structures of the core, both determining the symmetry of the distribution of ligands and the first-shell features; (iii) the H 2 -H 2 interactions, which contribute to define the number of H 2 molecules in each shell. It is remarkable that the number of H 2 molecules in each shell is such that the H 2 -H 2 distance within a shell resembles that one of the first-neighbors in solid hydrogen (3.8Å).
This implies the existence of long-distance collective effects acting upon the cluster structure. Note, in particular, that the van der Waals energy minimum for the H 2 -H 2 interaction occurs at 4.53Å. By suposing that in the third shell the intermolecular distance is 3.8Å, we may estimate that the number of H 2 units in this shell is around thirteen (Table ) .
Although the X + core and the H 2 units keep their molecular identities within the cluster, they are somehow perturbed by the environment. This can be clearly inferred from the observation that the H 2 properties, such as equilibrium distance and vibrational frequencies, deviate from their values in the isolated H 2 . Of course, the deviations are as more significant as closer to core the H 2 units are. Assymptoticaly, as k becomes large, these properties tend to a value still slightly different from the isolated H 2 , reflecting the environment influence. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2a for the case of the vibrational frequencies of the H 2 units. As expected, the X + core properties tend to a solvated value as k becomes large, as shown in Fig. 2b . The calculational details are described in Section IV.
III On the number of molecules in the clusters
An interesting problem related to the hydrogen ionic clusters is the determination of the number of H 2 molecules which can be bound to an ionic core. The first theoretical model to calculate the number of neutral molecules which could bind to a cation was proposed by Bloom and Margenau [17] . In this section, this model is examined and its limitation are illustrated using the Li + (H 2 ) k cluster as a test case. Bloom and Margenau started by assuming a positively charged ion surrounded by N neutral molecules with mass m. This system is supposed to have a very large radius R and a constant temperature T . If the interaction potential between the cation and a molecule at the distance r from it is given by V (r), then the number dN of molecules between r and r + dr and with velocity between v and v + dv, according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, is given by
where ρ = N/ 4 3 πR 3 . The number of molecules bound to the ion may be carried out by integration of Eq. 3, under the restriction
For each r, the largest velocity v m (r) achieved by a molecule satisfying the Eq. 4 is
Therefore, the number N b of the molecules bound to the ion is 
where r e is the minimum distance between the ion and the molecule for which the interaction energy is negative (the classical return point).
To calculate N b one needs V (r). Bloom and Margenau used a phenomenological potential that combines a shortdistance repulsive term (r −12 ) and a large-distance attractive monopole/induced-dipole term (r −4 ):
where α = 0.806 hartree-Å 4 is the force constant of the H 2 molecule. The integration of Eq. 6 can be performed numerically, and the result of Bloom and Margenau for the clustering of H 2 molecules around a Li + cation is shown in Fig. 4 , for a minimum distance of approximation of r e = 2.16Å. The result is strongly dependent on the temperature, changing from almost one hundred of molecules bound to the core to just one, in the range from 100 to 200 K (ρ = 2.687 × 10 19 cm −3 ). The results of Bloom-Margenau for the Li + (H 2 ) k clusters suffer the inadequacy of the potential curve. The values for the parameters in Eq. 8 underestimate the binding energy D e and overestimate the equilibrium distance (Fig. 3) . By using a more accurate Li + -H 2 potential obtained from ab initio calculations, performed at the same level as employed in Ref. [22] , the result for the number of bound molecules changes drastically in comparison to those of Bloom and Margenau, as shown in the Fig. 4 . With the more accurate potential, the clustering process becomes more efficient at higher temperatures, particularly in the range of temperatures for which the cluster formation is enthalpically more favored (around 190 K [11] ). Although the qualitative predictions from the BloomMargenau model may be improved by the use of more accurate potentials, the model still suffers from a major problem. By neglecting the H 2 -H 2 interactions, which play the double role of stabilizing the cluster and also defining the number of molecules in a shell, the Bloom-Margenau model predicts that an infinite number of H 2 units can bind to the cluster at lower temperatures.
IV The clustering process in lowdensity atmospheres
Another very interesting problem related to these clusters has to do with the spontaneity of the clustering process. It would be particularly interesting to examine the spontaneity of these processes in the same conditions where experiments have been conducted and also in conditions typical from dense interstellar clouds (DIC).
Elsewhere we have discussed the binding energy of several kinds of clusters and also the enthalpy variations (∆H) for the clustering process [11, 27] . The ∆H values could be combined with the entropy variations (∆S) to obtain the Gibbs free energy changes (∆G) for the clustering processes:
The entropy variation for the processes indicated in Eq.9 is given by:
The calculations follow very closely the ones described in ref. [10, 11] , and only a brief discussion will be presented. The electronic energies were computed at the complete fourth-order perturbation theory (MP4) with 6-311G(2p) basis set and using Hartree-Fock wave functions as zero-order. In our previous studies, coupled cluster CCSD(T) calculations have been also considered to show the convergence of the MP4 results. Basis set superposition error (BSSE), computed according to counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi [43] , were always less than 0.03 kcal/mol. The harmonic frequencies were calculated at the MP2 level and scaled by the factor 0.9223 to take anharmonic effects into account. The partition function were computed assuming ideal behavior for all the species indicated in Eq. 9. For the ionic species this approximation may be justified by the fact that we have restricted our analysis to systems at very low densities.
The entropy (∆S) and the Gibbs free energy (∆G) variations were computed for the following two cases: a) the conditions used in the magnetic trap experiments of ref. [44] , that is a density of 10 14 H 2 molecules/cm 3 (3 × 10 −16 atm) and a temperature of 10 K; b) the typical conditions found at DICs: H 2 density of 10 5 molecules/cm 3 (2 × 10 −15 atm) and a temperature of 30 K [45] . Figure 5a shows the entropy for the clusters with n = 5 − 27. From that figure, it is clear that the entropy increases monotonically with the cluster size, exhibiting an almost logarithmic behavior, with slight deviations for the H cluster is due to a decrease in the vibrational and rotational contributions (Fig. 6) . The same effects are responsible for the decrease in the entropy for the H + 9 and H + 15 clusters. The decrease in the rotational contributions is a consequence of the great number of indistinguishable orientations allowed by the highly symmetric equilibrium geometry of these clusters. In the case of the H + 27 cluster, that also presents a highly symmetric structure, the minimum of entropy is not observed because the H + 27 moment of inertia is much higher than that of the H + 25 cluster, leading to a compensatory effect. As shown in Fig.5b , the reduction of the entropy for these three clusters has consequences on the entropy variations, which also present a three-minima pattern. This result is in agreement with the experimental results of Hiraoka [33] , who also observed the minima in the entropy variation when the H , the minimum seems to indicate that this cluster has predominantly symmetry Ctothesamesideof theHisomer (C S ), with two H 2 molecules at one side and one H 2 molecule at the other side of the plane, is non-symmetrical enough to explain the minimum. This result is in agreement with the ab initio calculations [10] , which predict that a relatively high rotational barrier should prevent the interconversion between the isomers.
The fact that the minima in the entropy variation are caused by a reduction of the rotational contributions to ∆S implies that they are not necessarily an indication of closing of a solvation shell. Indeed, according to the results of the ab initio calculations, the H + 15 and the H + 27 clusters do not complete their more external occupied shell, but they only have very symmetrical equilibrium geometries.
The Gibbs free energy for Eq.9 depends strongly on the temperature and pressure conditions, as we can see in Fig. 7 . For the DIC thermodynamical condition, the result indicates that just the first-shell clusters (n = 5, 7, 9) may be spontaneously produced. For the magnetic trap thermodynamical condition, the result indicates that the first and second-shell clusters (n = 5 − 21) may be spontaneously produced. This result agrees with the experiments of Ref. [44] , in which the most abundant cluster observed was the H 
V Conclusions
We have examined the structural and thermodynamic properties of hydrogen molecular clusters formed around an atomic or molecular cation. For the homogeneous H + n clusters, the shell distribution of H 2 molecules shows a pattern in which the first shell has three molecules, the second shell has six molecules, and the third one has about thirteen molecules. Table I presents the number of H 2 molecules on the first shell of several inhomogeneous hydrogen clusters.
We have revisited the Bloom-Margenau model for predicting the number of neutral molecules that could bind to a cation core. This classical model works well for high temperatures, when it is used accurate potential energy surfaces. This point is illustrated by taking the Li + (H 2 ) k clusters as a test case.
Finally, we have presented results for the entropy of the H + n clusters (n = 5 − 27, odd) and for the Gibbs free energy variations associated to the cluster formation. The spontaneity of the clustering process, in two different conditions, is examined, and the results have a good agreement with the available experimental data.
